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Materials that exhibit extreme hardness, low mass density, and high thermal/chemical stability can often be
modeled as simple modifications to the α-rhombohedral phase of boron. To facilitate the development and
discovery of these multipurpose, structural ceramics, the current work reveals fundamental physics on the
bonding and deformation of p-block hexaborides, an important and representative subclass of icosahedral solids.
Icosahedral separation and localization of equatorial bonding are identified as predictors of both elastic moduli
and strength. This work also explores nanotwinning, an advanced nanostructure responsible for dramatic records
in mechanical performance of both metals and ceramics. To help develop the first model of nanotwinning in
ceramics, this work demonstrates (1) that susceptibility to nanotwinning relies on key bonding traits and (2) that
nanotwinning minimally affects elasticity and high-periodicity inelasticity. Overall, this work helps rationalize
both the mechanical performance of a major class of materials and the cutting-edge mechanism of nanotwinning
through fundamental, physics-based approaches.
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I. INTRODUCTION: MODIFIED α-BORON STRUCTURES

Many materials that exhibit extreme hardness, low mass
density, and high thermal/chemical stability can be viewed
as simple modifications to the α-rhombohedral phase of
boron [(B12)] [1–3]. Hence, this paper refers to these boron-
rich, icosahedral ceramics as a modified α-boron structures
(mαB’s). The main structural units of most mαB’s are fully
boron icosahedra directly bonded at all six polar sites of each
icosahedron [i.e., (B12)]. Without modification, this (B12) had
an experimental Vickers microhardness (HV) of 34 GPa, which
is lower than a theoretical prediction of 39 GPa [4]. However,
note that this phase of boron has been difficult to produce [3].

While some mαB’s have icosahedral substitutions [e.g.,
(B11C)CBC], the main differences among mαB’s are inter-
stitial atoms placed around the six equatorial sites of each
icosahedron. The most important interstitial sites are the
centers of each triplet of icosahedra, so many mαB’s have
two interstitial atoms per icosahedron (e.g., (B12)OO [5] and
(B12)PP [6]). Alternatively, some mαB’s have one (e.g., (B12)S
[7]), three (e.g., (B12)CBC [8] and (B12)NBN [9]), or four
(e.g., (B12)BBBB [10]) interstitial atom(s) per icosahedron.
Especially for binary compounds, the interstitial atoms in the
mαB’s typically come from groups IVA (carbon group), VA
(pnictogen group), and VIA (chalcogen group) of the p-block
of the periodic table [3,11].

Group IVA provides the most prevalent icosahedral solid:
boron carbide (B4C), which has been researched for over
fifty years and is employed in numerous fields [12]. De-
pending on grain size, the Vickers microhardness (HV) has
varied between 28 and 36 GPa [13,14]. This range is high
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but lower than the 45-GPa theoretical prediction [15] likely
because of nanoscale complexity from extensive polymor-
phism, defects, and variable stoichiometry (i.e., 8–20 at. % C)
[12]. Most agree that (B12)CBC [8] and (B11C)CBC [16]
are the majority constituents, but minority constituents are
frequently debated [10,17,18]. Additionally, these B-C mαB’s
also accept metals to form ternary compounds. For example,
Mgx(B12)4(CBC)2(C2)2, which had a HV of 32 GPa, is essen-
tially a modification to (B12)CBC [19]. Likewise, Li has been
included to form LiB12PC [20] (27-GPa HV), LiB13C2 [21],
and Li2B12C2 [21].

Amorphization, which is shear-induced, localized loss in
crystallinity in nanoscale bands, is the dominant failure mech-
anism of many icosahedral systems, especially B4C [12,22–
25]. To counter this deleterious phenomenon, recent studies
have attempted to dope B4C with Si (group IVA) to increase
ductility [26]. The goal is to mitigate bending of the CBC
chains by locally introducing structures, such as (B11C)SiSi
[27] or (B10Si2)SiSi [28]. While these Si-containing mαB’s
have mainly been the subject of theoretical investigations,
Li2B12Si2 [29] and Mg2B12Si2 [30] have been produced exper-
imentally. Note that the incorporation of Mg into mαB’s has
received particular attention due to the BAM (boron aluminum
magnesium) materials (e.g., MgAlB14), which have excellent
frictional properties [31,32].

When boron subnitride (group VA) was first discovered,
researchers assumed a structure of (B12)NN due to similarity of
the experimental x-ray diffraction (XRD) with that of another
hexaboride [33]. Later analysis of XRD [9,34,35] and phase
stability [36,37] instead suggested (B12)NBN, which resem-
bles (B12)CBC. However, quantum-mechanical modeling of
the Gibbs free energy [38] and enthalpy [39] suggested that
stability requires a 2:1 mixture of (B12)NBN and (B12)NN.
Neither structure is stable alone. Regardless, experimental
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samples exhibited a bulk modulus of 200 ± 15 GPa [40,41]
and a HV of 41 GPa [42]. This hardness is close to the
40-GPa theoretical prediction, which assumed a structure of
(B12)NBN alone. Finally, theoretical work on ternary, N-
containing mαB’s predicted that B12N2Zn, B12N2Cd, and
B12N2Be are stable, superhard, and semiconducting mαB’s [4].
The theoretical HV values for these materials were predicted
to be 46, 42, and 49 GPa, respectively. That last value is one
of the highest of any icosahedral solid.

Unlike boron subnitride, boron subphosphide (also group
VA) only has one structure: (B12)PP [6,43–46]. This lack of
a three-atom chain (i.e., no (B12)PBP) is likely responsible
for the theoretical ability to recover from much more shear
deformation than boron carbide (e.g., (B12)CBC) [47,48].
Experimentally, (B12)PP processed from micropowders and
nanopowders exhibited HV’s of 28 [49] and 35 GPa [50], re-
spectively. The latter value is close to the theoretical predictions
of 35 [4] and 37 GPa [15]. This variability due to processing
is likely responsible for different bulk moduli in other studies:
179 ± 1 [51] and 192 ± 12 GPa [52].

Like boron subphosphide, boron suboxide (group VIA)
only has one form [(B12)OO] [5,53,54] and the ability to
recover from significantly more shear deformation than B4C
[47]. Recent experimentation revealed a bulk modulus of
243 GPa [55] and HV between 30 and 38 GPa [5,55,56].
The latter value well matches the theoretical prediction of
38 GPa [15] but is lower than another theoretical prediction
of 47 GPa [4]. While these values are already extraordinary,
boron suboxide is arguably the most promising icosahedral
solid because of its theoretical [57,58] and experimental [55]
susceptibility to nanotwinning (i.e., periodic twins separated
by a nanoscale spacing). Whereas regular twins concentrate
stress and decrease mechanical performance, nanotwins have
set impressive records for copper (i.e., 1200% increase in
yield strength [59,60] and 85% increase in fatigue strength
[61]), cubic boron nitride (i.e., 40% increase in microhardness
and 140% increase in fracture toughness [62]), and diamond
(i.e., 100% increase in microhardness [63]). Overall, boron
suboxide is arguably the most promising mαB.

Other mαB’s with p-block interstitial elements have been
experimentally observed but not characterized much beyond
XRD. Arsenic (group VA) can form boron subarsenide
[(B12)AsAs [64,65]] and a composite with boron subphosphide
[(B12)(As1−xPx)2 [66]]. The relatively low 33-GPa theoreti-
cal hardness of (B12)AsAs [4] suggests these materials will
probably receive little attention. Group VIA provides (B12)S
[7,67], B6S0.6 [68], and (B12)SeB [7,69]. As indicated by the
results of the current investigation, elements larger than As
and Se are likely too large to act as interstitials in a network of
polar-bonded, boron-rich icosahedra (i.e., mαB’s).

II. OBJECTIVE: FUNDAMENTAL BONDING PHYSICS

As indicated in the Introduction, mαB’s have exhibited a
high potential for structural applications. Interestingly, because
many of these compounds are formed with nearby elements,
mαB’s often form a “continuous series of closely related
crystals” in terms of lattice parameters [11]. By quantum-
mechanically modeling the ground states and shear deforma-
tions of α-boron [(B12)] and binary mαB’s with two interstitial

atoms (i) per icosahedron [(B12)ii], this investigation shows
that these mαB’s have fundamental trends in mechanical
properties as well. By testing all i atoms in the p-block of
the periodic table, the simulation space includes some of
the salient mαB’s [i.e., (B12)OO and (B12)PP] and can well
represent some of the chief physics of more complicated
systems (e.g., ternary systems and compounds with three-atom
chains).

In addition to α-boron and these p-block hexaborides, this
work also simulates the corresponding nanotwinned variations
with minimum twin spacing [i.e., τ -(B12) and τ -(B12)ii].
Here, τ indicates that the nanotwins are separated by a single
layer of icosahedra. This nanotwin spacing is likely close
enough to the critical spacing to capture fundamental physics
[57]. Recall from the Introduction that nanotwinning in many
ways represents the cutting edge of mechanical performance
for structural ceramics. Overall, the goal is to establish
physics-based metrics of nanoscale bonding responsible for
the mechanical performance and nanotwinning susceptibility
of icosahedral solids.

III. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE:
DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY

To establish these fundamental trends in mechanical proper-
ties, this investigation first employs density functional theory
(DFT) to model the ground states of (B12), (B12)ii, τ -(B12),
and τ -(B12)ii. Although hexagonal and rhombohedral repre-
sentations are interchangeable, the latter is used throughout
this investigation for computational efficiency, easy associ-
ation with the nomenclature, and consistency with the “α-
rhombohedral” phase of boron. Figure 1 shows examples of the
quantum-mechanical bonding of these structures. The α-boron
[i.e., (B12) and τ -(B12)], which comprises boron icosahedra
connected exclusively by polar bonds (PB’s), is simulated to
isolate the influence of these icosahedra from that of the i

atoms in (B12)ii and τ -(B12)ii. To examine the influence of
the interstitial (i) atoms, which connect the icosahedra through
equatorial bonds (EB’s), the identities of these atoms are
systematically varied within the entire p block of the periodic
table.

These ground-state simulations are performed with the
ABNIT software [70–74], an open-source solver for DFT.
Computational details include plane-wave basis sets, periodic
boundaries, Troullier-Martins norm-conserving pseudopoten-
tials, the Teter-Pade local-density approximation (LDA) [75]
of the exchange-correlation functional, and a 1900-eV cutoff
energy. This scheme already successfully revealed the complex
composition [17,76] and amorphization [23] of B4C and the
x-ray diffraction [55] of B6O. Also, these parameters ensure
convergence down to 0.1 GPa in elastic moduli for B6O in the
current work. Visualizations of the ground-state bonding and
atomic structure are performed with VESTA 3.2.1 and Crystal
Maker 9.0.0, respectively.

After equilibration, density functional perturbation the-
ory (DFPT) is performed under the harmonic approximation
to compute the natural frequencies and relaxed-ion elastic
tensors. If these frequencies are positive, dynamic stability
is assumed, and the elastic tensors (Cij ) are computed to
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FIG. 1. Quantum-mechanical bonding of (a) α-boron [(B12)], (b) boron suboxide [(B12)OO], and (c) nanotwinned boron suboxide
[τ -(B12)OO] is shown along (100). The fundamental structural units of these structures are boron icosahedra directly bonded by polar bonds
(PB’s). In (b) and (c), icosahedra are also bonded by equatorial bonds (EB’s) connecting the icosahedra and interstitial oxygen atoms. In (c),
nanotwin boundaries are indicated by bends in the dotted line.

check elastic stability according to following four criteria for
rhombohedral systems [77–79]:

C11 − |C12| > 0, (1)

C44 > 0, (2)

2−1C33(C11 + C12) − C2
13 > 0, (3)

2−1C44(C11 − C12) − C2
14 − C2

15

= C44C66 − C2
14 − C2

15 > 0. (4)

For the stable structures, bulk and shear moduli are com-
puted from Hill’s arithmetic average of the Reuss and Voigt
approximations [80]. The Reuss approximation (R) assumes
uniform stress and provides the lower bound of the elastic
moduli. For a hexaboride, the Reuss approximations of bulk
(KR) and shear (GR) moduli are

KR = [
(C11 + C12)C33 − 2C2

13

]

× [C11 + C12 + 2C33 − 4C13]−1, (5)

GR = {15c(C11 − C12)C44C66}{2(C11 − C12)[2(C11 + C12)

+ 4C13 + C33]C44C66 + 3c[2C44C66

+ (C11 − C12)(C44 + 2C66)]}−1, (6)

where c = C33(C11 + C12) − 2C2
13.

Alternatively, the Voigt approximation (V ) assumes uni-
form strain and provides the upper bound for the elastic moduli.
For a hexaboride, the Voigt approximations of the bulk (KV )
and shear (GV ) moduli are

KV = 9−1(2C11 + 2C12C33 + 4C13), (7)

GV = 15−1(2C11 + C33 − C12 − 2C13 + 6C44 + 3C66). (8)

For a structural ceramic, perhaps the most useful estimate of
performance is hardness, which is the resistance to penetration.
Unfortunately, hardness is not a material property and can vary
with testing method. Hence, comparison of simulation and
experiment often requires approximations, such as empirical
curve fits. This investigation estimates the Vickers microhard-
ness (HV) through a function specifically designed for hard,
polycrystalline materials [81]:

HV ≈ 2(G3K−2)0.585 − 3 GPa. (9)

Although this hardness estimate approximates inelastic
effects, the above simulations have been purely elastic. Hence,
this work next simulates pure shear, which is a homogeneous
flattening that stretches in one direction and compresses per-
pendicular to that direction. This deformation can reveal ideal
shear strength (τmax) and may facilitate an understanding of
amorphization, which is widely attributed to shear deformation
[22]. Based on a prior B6O investigation [57], the slip systems
for the pure shear of (B12)ii and τ−(B12)ii are chosen to be
(001)〈21̄1̄〉 and (010)〈001〉, respectively [see Figs. 2(a) and
2(b)]. To break the 3c-2e bonds (i.e., three atoms acting as
centers of bonding by one electron pair) instead of the stronger
2c-2e bonds, the slip systems for (B12) and τ -(B12) are chosen
to be (101)〈1̄20〉 and (010)〈001〉, respectively [see Fig. 2(c) and
Fig. 2(d)]. From these simulations, plots of true stress versus
true strain are produced. Also, toughness is approximated by
the area under the plot of engineering stress versus engineering
strain until failure strain. Toughness can viewed as work, which
equals force times displacement from the original position,
so engineering values are more appropriate. Failure strain is
chosen to be the strain after which a significant drop of stress
occurs [82].

Because computational efficiency is important for high-
strain simulations, these shear deformations are performed
with the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP)
[83–86]. Computational parameters include plane-wave-basis
sets, periodic boundaries, the projector-augmented-wave
(PAW) method, the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-
correlation functional, and a 600-eV cutoff energy. This
scheme successfully modeled the stability and deformation of
B6O with various nanotwin spacings [57].
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FIG. 2. The critical slip systems for pure shear of the nontwinned and nanotwinned (τ ) variations of α-boron and boron suboxide (an
example hexaboride) are indicated by the dotted lines and yellow planes. Boron and oxygen atoms are represented by green and red spheres,
respectively.

IV. RESULTS: GROUND-STATE BONDING
AND ELASTICITY

Only the p-block hexaborides with interstitial atoms from
groups VA (i.e., pnictogens) and VIA (i.e., chalcogens) are
stable. The instability of (B12)NN is consistent with the experi-
mental and theoretical work mentioned in the Introduction. For
each stable (B12)ii, the corresponding nanotwinned structure
passes the same stability criteria and has similar static energy
(�Eτ ) and elastic moduli (K and G) (see Table I). This �Eτ ,
which is reported per icosahedron, is the largest component
of formation energy [87] so can help predict likelihood of
nanotwinning. See that �Eτ decreases as the covalent radius of
the interstitial atoms (ri) increases and even slightly favors the
nanotwinned structure for B6O by 3 meV. This susceptibility
to nanotwinning is consistent with prior investigations that
underscore the appeal of B6O [55,57,58]. As compared to the
energy differences among B4C polymorphs [17], the small
magnitude of this 3-meV �Eτ suggests that experimental
B6O samples may contain both nanotwinned and nontwinned
regions. This finding is consistent with the HR-TEM of a prior
B6O investigation [55] and highlights the need for systematic
processing.

For the structures with dynamic and elastic stability, Table I
also presents the bulk moduli (K), shear moduli (G), and
estimated Vickers-microhardness values (HV). For B6O, the
simulation well matches experimental measurements of bulk

modulus (i.e., 241 vs 243 GPa [55]) and hardness (i.e.,
37 vs 38 GPa [56]). Likewise, the simulation well matches
the recent experimental hardness of B6P (i.e., 37 vs 35 GPa
[50]). However, recall that the reported bulk moduli values
varied (e.g., 179 [51] and 192 GPa [52]), so the current
value of 211 GPa may reveal the theoretical maximum.
Overall, the current simulations seem reasonably consis-
tent with experimental evidence of nanotwinning, moduli,
and hardness values.

With consistency between simulation and experiment veri-
fied, consider the trends in the simulated elastic moduli and
estimated hardness values. See that ri positively correlates
with K , G, and HV. To rationalize this trend, Fig. 3 provides
visualizations of the distributions of electronic density for the
(111̄) planes of (B12) and all stable (B12)ii. Electronic density
and therefore covalent bonding are strongest at the red regions

(�0.7 electrons/Å
3
) and absent at the blue regions. Ball-and-

stick models are superimposed upon these distributions for ease
of understanding. Essentially, these maps bisect icosahedra
and i atoms. As described below, strength of the polar bonds
(PB’s) and strength of the equatorial bonds (EB’s) drive the
trends in elastic moduli. Recall that PB’s connect neighboring
icosahedra directly while EB’s connect icosahedra through i

atoms.
Within the hexaborides, PB strength offers the strongest

correlation with elastic moduli. As ri increases, PB’s

TABLE I. Relative nanotwinning energies (�Eτ ), lattice parameters (a), bulk moduli (K), shear moduli (G), microhardness values (HV),
shear strengths (τmax), and toughness values (U ) are calculated from DFT simulations. Structures are ordered according to the radii of the
interstitial atoms (ri).

�Eτ ri a K G HV τmax U

Structure (meV) (Å) (Å) (GPa) (GPa) (GPa) (GPa) (GJ/m3)

(B12) 5.00 203 145 39 31 8.0
τ -(B12) 459 5.00 200 143 36 26 3.2
(B12)OO 0.66 5.10 241 212 37 38 10.4
τ -(B12)OO −3 0.66 5.09 239 214 38 39 10.3
(B12)SS 1.05 5.29 225 209 22 28 7.2
τ -(B12)SS 119 1.05 5.28 221 199 22 30 4.7
(B12)PP 1.07 5.20 211 196 37 36 8.1
τ -(B12)PP 138 1.07 5.21 211 194 37 37 6.2
(B12)AsAs 1.19 5.25 199 180 34 24 8.3
τ -(B12)AsAs 199 1.19 5.27 199 178 33 24 5.8
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FIG. 3. Spatial distributions of electronic density along (111̄) of
(a) α-boron, (b) chalcogen hexaborides, and (c) pnictogen hexa-

borides are indicated by gradients of red (�0.7 electrons/Å
3
) to blue

(0 electrons/Å
3
). Example polar (P), equatorial (E), and central (C)

regions are indicated in (a). Ball-and-stick models are superimposed
on parts of these electronic distributions for clarity and have atomic
sizes corresponding to covalent radii.

lengthen/weaken, and moduli and stiffness decrease. See how
the PB’s weaken near the icosahedra when moving from
(B12)OO to (B12)SS to (B12)PP to (B12)AsAs (see black arrows
and “P” regions in Fig. 3). Although (B12)OO and (B12)SS have
the same number of valence electrons, (B12)OO has a 50%
higher shear modulus and a 20% higher bulk modulus (see
Table I). Note that each of these short and highly directional
PB’s connects two icosahedra, so PB strength is reflected by
the center-to-center icosahedral spacing, which is identical to
the lattice parameter (a) (see Table I). Equilibrium spacing
of icosahedra is dictated by (B12) [see Fig. 3(a)]. Adding
low-period elements, such as oxygen, minimally affects a [see
Fig. 3(b)]. However, increasing ri eventually pushes PB’s too
far beyond this highly stable configuration [see Fig. 3(c)].
Hence, structures with large i atoms generally have weaker
PB’s than structures with small i atoms. This trend is consistent
with the experimental evidence that mαB’s form three-atom
chains only with small interstitial atoms [e.g., (B12)NBN and
(B12)CBC] (see Introduction).

Although PB’s are arguably more important, EB’s also
contribute directional, covalent bonding. For example, (B12)
and (B12)OO have similar PB’s, but the latter has stronger
EB’s and a 7% higher bulk modulus (see Fig. 3 and Table I).
Importantly, EB’s connect icosahedra through these i atoms so
should be localized near the icosahedra and not in the central
region. See that (B12)OO has higher electronic density near
the equatorial regions and less electronic density at the central
region as compared to (B12), (B12)SS, (B12)PP, and (B12)AsAs
(see “E” and “C” regions in Fig. 3). The large sizes of the S,
P, and As atoms especially force valence electrons away from
the E region and into the C region. In other words, increasing
ri lengthens and therefore weakens the EB’s.

These trends in elastic moduli (see Table I) and features
in ground-state bonding (see Fig. 3) are identical for (B12)ii
and τ -B(12)ii. Essentially, elastic deformation does not provide
enough strain for the twin boundaries to interact, so the local
bonding environments in nontwinned and nanotwinned struc-
tures are effectively identical. This finding is similar to how
nanograining minimally affects elasticity in other ceramics.
As expected, if nanotwinning affects the mechanical response
of mαB’s, the effects of nanotwinning will manifest during
inelastic deformation.

V. RESULTS: SHEAR DEFORMATIONS

From Table I, note that the 39-GPa HV of (B12) exceeds
the 37-GPa HV of (B12)OO despite smaller elastic moduli
and weaker EB’s (see Fig. 3). Perhaps the PB’s are much
more important than the EB’s, so the ideal icosahedral spacing
in (B12) counters the lack of EB’s. However, this notion is
inconsistent with the fact that HV favored B6O by 4 GPa
experimentally and by 8 GPa theoretically [4,56]. Further,
the current investigation has suggested that both PB’s and
EB’s can positively contribute to mechanical performance of
hexaborides. Most likely, the current hardness prediction based
solely on elastic moduli fails to compare significantly different
structures [i.e., (B12) vs (B12)ii]. Hence, this investigation now
turns to the results of shear deformations.
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FIG. 4. Plots of true stress (τ ) versus true strain (γ ) are shown for highly periodic simulations of pure shear of nontwinned and nanotwinned
variations of p-block hexaborides and α-boron. With the exception of α-boron (i.e., “α”), curves are labeled according to the interstitial element
[e.g., “O” in the nontwinned plot is (B12)OO].

Figure 4 plots true shear stress (τ ) versus true shear strain
(γ ) for the structures with dynamic and elastic stability.
In contrast to the hardness comparison, see that the (B12)
has significantly lower shear strength than (B12)OO. This
finding is consistent with the aforementioned experimental
evidence and with the current notion that EB’s mechanically
benefit mαB’s when small interstitial atoms are incorporated.
Ignoring this (B12) exception, the rankings of the simulated
structures by τmax match the rankings by K , G, and HV (see
Table I). This similarity of elastic and inelastic responses is
consistent with the fact that the covalent bonding in ceramics
generally resists both elastic and inelastic deformation [88].
In particular, note the superiority of (B12)OO over all other
p-block hexaborides in terms of τmax. Interestingly, see that
the chalcogen hexaborides, especially (B12)OO, have higher
toughness than the pnictogen hexaborides, such as (B12)PP.
Perhaps the extra valence electrons from the chalcogen atoms
increase bonding with the boron atoms, which are known to
bond in complex ways. Overall, these results are consistent
with the elasticity trends within hexaborides and validate the
growing focus on B6O [55].

As with the elasticity simulations, the pure-shear deforma-
tions seem minimally affected by nanotwinning. Nanotwin-
ning only slightly increases τmax and decreases U (see Table I
and Fig. 4). If nanotwinning benefits icosahedral solids in
similar fashion as diamond and cubic boron nitride (see
Introduction), a larger difference in τmax would be reasonable.
However, these highly periodic DFT simulations (see simu-
lation cells in Fig. 2) may not be able to capture important,
low-periodicity features present in experimental samples. For
example, cracking and amorphization would likely occur at
relatively isolated regions of the sample. If these extremely
expensive computational features could be simulated, the ben-
efits of nanotwinning would likely be reflected in the simulated
τmax. Regardless, these high-periodicity results are still useful
in the development of the first model for nanotwinning in
ceramics. Note that the highly directional, covalent bonding of

hard ceramics typically strongly resists the dislocation motion
commonly thought to be affected by nanotwinning in metals
[60]. Hence, nanotwinning of ceramics may be quite different
from that of metals [62,89].

VI. CONCLUSIONS: ICOSAHEDRAL SUPERSTRENGTH

Through quantum-mechanical simulations of both ground
states and shear deformations, this work provides a general-
ized, physics-based understanding of elasticity and strength
in icosahedral solids. Analysis of ground-state bonding trends
reveals two main predictors of elastic moduli: (1) icosahedral
separation (i.e., strength of polar bonds) and (2) localization
of equatorial bonding (i.e., strength of equatorial bonds).
Consistency of trends in ground-state bonding and shear
deformation suggests these metrics may apply to strength
as well. As for nanotwinning, this work demonstrates (1)
that susceptibility to nanotwinning relies on key bonding
traits and (2) that nanotwinning minimally affects elasticity
and high-periodicity inelasticity. For ceramics, these find-
ings aid development of the first model of nanotwinning,
a cutting-edge mechanism responsible for dramatic records
in experimental properties. Alongside a fundamental under-
standing of bonding physics and processing kinetics, such
a model would likely yield the next generation of structural
materials.
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